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Using the theory of the anti-exchange closure the structure of the lattice of 
convex sets of an acyclic oriented matroid is described. A new expression for the 
characteristic polynomial of the underlying matroid is proven using this analysis. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we further investigate the structure of the convex sets of an 
acyclic oriented matroid. This subject was first explored by Las Vergnas [6]. 
The main tool of our study is the theory of the anti-exchange closure [2]. 
We show that the convex closure of Las Vergnas satisfies the anti-exchange 
law in the case where the matroid is a geometry. From this we are able to 
detail the structure of the lattice of convex sets. This is done in Section II. In 
Section III this analysis is used to provide a new expression for the charac- 
teristic polynomial of an oriented matroid. 
For the elements of the theory of oriented matroids the reader is referred 
to the paper of Bland and Las Vergnas [ 11. We will be using their notation 
throughout. We restrict our attention to matroids in which every point is 
closed. These we call geometries. The relationship between anti-exchange 
closures and convexity in general has been studied by Jamison [4]. 
This paper is motivated by the special case where the acyclic oriented 
matroid comes from an acyclic directed simple graph. The convex closure in 
this instance is transitive closure on the edges of the graph. The extreme 
points are those edges whose orientation can be reversed and leave the graph 
acyclic. The characteristic polynomial is the chromatic polynomial of the 
underlying graph up to factors of A. 
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II. THE STRUCTURE OF CONVEX SETS 
In this section we discuss the structure of the lattice of convex sets of an 
oriented geometry. We do this by investigating the properties of the closure 
operator Conv, first defined by Las Vergnas [6, Sect. 21. The role of the 
extreme point is shown to be a special case of a more general property of 
anti-exchange closures. 
Recall that a closure operator is a map 4 from the subsets of a finite set to 
the subsets of that set with the properties 
(1) 409(A)=Yw)9 
(2) ‘4 G $wh 
(3) A c B implies #(A) G 4(B), 
for all subsets A and B. Let C be a closed set with respect to 9, and x and y 
two elements not equal and not in C. If x E #(CU y) implies y @ ((CUx) 
for all such x and y, then / is called an anti-exchange closure. 
Las Vergnas defined the following closure on the points of an acyclic 
oriented matroid M, 
Conv,(A) = A U (x E E -A 1 there is a signed circuit X of M 
such that X- = {x} and X+ G A}. 
A set closed with respect to the operator Conv, will be called convex. We 
will partially order the convex sets of M by containment. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be an acyclic oriented geometry. Then Conv, is an 
anti-exchange closure on the points of M. 
Proof That Conv, is a closure is proven in [6, Sect. 21. Here we show 
that it is anti-exchange. Let C be a convex set with x and y points of M not 
equal and not in C. Suppose x E Conv,(CU y) and y E Conv,(CUx). 
Then, by the definition of Conv,, there exist two circuits, X, and X,, such 
that 
{xi =K, YEX:ECuy 
and 
{Yl =x;, xex:ccux. 
In addition, since M is a geometry, X, # -X,. Now we employ the circuit 
exchange axiom [ 1, Theorem 2.11. It states that there exists a circuit Y with 
Y+ c (Xf u x: )\x 
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and 
Y- c (Jr; U&)\x. 
Since M is acyclic, Y- # 0 and hence {y} = Y-. Then Y+ !z C which 
implies that y E C, since C is convex. This contradicts the hypothesis. So 
Conv, is anti-exchange. I 
A lattice N is called meet-distributive if the interval [x, y], x, y E ZV, is a 
Boolean algebra whenever x is the meet of elements which y covers. In [2, 
Theorem 3.31 we proved 
THEOREM 2.2. A lattice N is meet-distributive if and only if it is the 
lattice of closed sets of an anti-exchange closure. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The lattice of convex sets of an acyclic oriented 
geometry is meet-distributive. I 
Following Las Vergnas we make the following definition: Let e be a point 
of M such that M/e is acyclic. Then e will be called an extreme point of M. 
See [6, p. 2321 for the original definition of an extreme point and [6, 
Proposition 1.21 for this formulation. We now examine the role of the 
extreme point from the perspective of the anti-exchange closure. 
A set Z = {i, , i, ,..., ik) will be called C-independent (to avoid confusion 
with “independence” in the matroid sense) if 
i, @ Conv,(Z\i,) for all j. 
Given sets A and Z such that Z E A, we say Z C-spans A if 
Conv,(Z) = Conv,(A). 
A set which is C-independent and C-spans a subset A will be called a C-basis 
for A. 
THEOREM 2.4. Every subset of the points of an acyclic oriented geometry 
has a unique C-basis. 
Proof. This theorem is true in general for anti-exchange closures. See [2, 
Theorem 2.31. I 
The following is a characterization of the C-basis of a subset which is true 
for any anti-exchange closure. 
LEMMA 2.5. The C-basis of a subset A of the points of M is the set of all 
points e E A such that e is not in the closure of A\e. 
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Proof. Let I = {i,, i, ,..., ik) be the C-basis of A. It is clear that I must 
contain every point e E A such that e 6? Conv,(A\e). Suppose that for 
some j, 
ij E Conv,(S). 
for S E A and ii & S. Then (S U I)\ij C-spans A. Since the C-basis for A is 
unique we have I G (S U I)\ij which cannot happen. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6 [6, Theorem 2.21. The C-basis for M is the set of 
extreme points of M. 
Proof: Recall that the extreme points of M are those points e such that 
M/e is acyclic. For an acyclic oriented geometry M and a point e E it4, M/e 
is acyclic if and only if $4, the matroid M with the sign of e reversed in the 
cycle signature, is acyclic. Observe that fl is acyclic if and only if M 
contains no cycle X such that (e} = X-. This is equivalent to the statement 
that e & Conv,(E\e) and hence, by Lemma 2.5, e is in the C-basis of M. 1 
A substantial open question is what meet-distributive lattices come from 
the convex sets of some acyclic oriented geometry. It is not the case that all 
meet-distributive lattices can be realized in this way. The tree closure on the 
tree in [2, Fig. 1] produces such a lattice. (For the appropriate definitions see 
(21 or 151.) This can be shown by a brute force computation examining all 
the oriented geometries on four points. This implies that the tree closure on 
any tree with a vertex of degree three produces a collection of closed sets not 
realizable as the convex sets of some acyclic oriented geometry. 
III. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL 
In this section we use the characterization of the lattice of convex sets of 
an acyclic oriented geometry to provide a formula for the characteristic 
polynomial of the underlying geometry. We are able to do this because the 
calculation of the Mobius function in the convex set lattice is easy. 
Let M be an acyclic oriented geometry with underlying geometry &f. Let L 
be the lattice of matroid closed sets of&Y and let N be the lattice of convex 
sets of M. As observed in (6, p. 2381 L is contained in N since every set 
closed in the matroid sense is also convex. The matroid closure of a set C 
will be denoted C. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
,&,A)= c P‘& a 
ICEN I .?=A1 
where ,u~(x, y) is the combinatorial Mobius function on a poser P. 
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Proof: Let L* be the dual lattice of L. We examine two maps between 
L* and N. First there is the inclusion map 
r:L*-+N 
defined by r(A) = A. Second is the closure map 
n:N+L* 
defined by n(x) = X. The pair I, 7c forms a Galois connection between L * and 
N. Applying the Galois connection theorem [7, Theorem 1 ] proves 
Theorem 3.1. [ 
We now require a lemma concerning the behavior of the Mobius function 
of N. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
,a& A) = (-l)lA’, if A is C-independent, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Proof. A consequence of N being meet-distributive is that the rank of a 
set is its cardinality [2, Lemma 3.21. Suppose ~~(6, A) is nonzero. Then 0 is 
the meet of subsets that A covers, by the cross-cut theorem [7, Theorem 31. 
Since N is meet-distributive the interval [6, A] is a Boolean algebra of rank 
] A ]. Thus every subset A\e, e E A, is closed and hence A is C-independent. 
Since [6, A] is a Boolean algebra, ~(0, A) = (-1)‘“‘. 1 
Define a polynomial q(A) by 
q(A) = c (-1)‘A’ An-rkA, 
where the sum is over C-independent convex sets, rkA is the matroidrank of 
A, and n is the rank of the matroid &K 
THEOREM 3.3. The polynomial q(J) is the characteristic polynomial of 
the geometry &f. 
Proof The characteristic polynomial p(I) of the geometry &l is defined 
to be 
p(A) = s ,uL(& A) I”-rkA. 
AEL 
Using Theorem 3.1 we have 
582b/33/3-4 
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Note that if c= A, then rkC = rkA. Hence 
Applying Lemma 3.2 to ~~(0, C) finishes the proof. 1 
In the special case where &f is arising from a comparability graph, i.e., an 
acyclic transitive directed graph, Theorem 3.3 was proven in [3, 
Theorem 3.61. 
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